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We report the characterization of changes produced on germanium diselenide amorphous semiconductor
thin films by a focused He-Ne laser beam. The diffraction pattern produced by the laser spot on the
sample is studied as a function of the intensity and the irradiation time. At low intensities the state of

polarization of the incident beam generates an asymmetry in the induced diffraction pattern. Moreover,
if the polarization of the incident beam is rotated, the corresponding asymmetry rotates as well. These
results show the difference between thermal and electromagnetic effects on the material. This system
may be used as a high density recording medium.

1. Introduction
Germanium diselenide thin films show peculiar opti-
cal properties such as reversible and irreversible
photodarkening,l oscillations in transmitted inten-
sity,2 and optical bistability.3 Some of these effects
have also been observed in bulk GeSe2.4 The mecha-
nisms responsible for changes in the refractive index
have been a subject of discussion. These mecha-
nisms may be broadly divided into thermal processes,
photostructural changes, and charge rearrange-
ments.

The theoretical models developed in order to ex-
plain the observed effects have been partially success-
ful.5-7 This probably indicates that the overall pro-
cess implies a simultaneous combination of the above
mechanisms. The reproducibility of the experimen-
tal results and the design of experiments that permit
separation of the different causes of the observed
effects are difficult to achieve. Several years ago
Hajto and co-workers 8 9 reported laser-induced opti-
cal anisotropy in amorphous GeSe2 thin films, show-
ing that this anisotropy may be reversibly reoriented
by changing the incident beam polarization. The
anisotropy for orthogonal polarizations was moni-
tored by measuring the variation of the absorption
coefficient as a function of intensity and time of
irradiation.
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Single-beam laser-induced pattern formation dur-
ing and after illumination of target surfaces has
been studied by several authors in various materials
such as semiconductors, metals, and insulators.'0 -12
These patterns have been generated in CW and
pulsed regimes at various wavelengths (X). Further-
more, it has been proposed that the laser-induced
pattern on solid surfaces is a universal phenome-
non.' 3 From a theoretical point of view, different
mechanisms have been reported to explain the ob-
served effects. Special attention has been given to
the formation of periodic diffraction patterns such as
gratings of high spatial frequency, typically of X at
normal incidence.' 14 5 These features have also been
observed in the Fourier plane."

In this work we attempt a systematic study of the
effects produced by laser irradiation on GeSe2 thin
films. The parameters considered are the intensity,
the time of irradiation, the focalization of the laser
spot on the sample, and the state of polarization of
the incident light. The experimental arrangement is
described in Section II. The irradiation effects are
observed directly on the film by using optical micros-
copy as well as in the Fourier plane by using Fraunho-
fer diffraction. In Section III the experimental obser-
vations are presented. The main result is that an
asymmetry can be observed in the diffraction pattern
and it is directly linked to the state of polarization of
the incident beam; this fact can be used to separate
unambiguously the influence of the effects involved.
The observed patterns do not reveal a grating struc-
ture within the irradiated region. These results are
discussed in Section IV.
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II. Experimental Arrangement
The sample preparation and characterization details
are described in Ref. 16. The thin films were ob-
tained by vacuum evaporation of crushed pieces of
crystalline GeSe2 onto glass (BK7) substrates. The
thicknesses of the films varied from sample to sample
but were always in the range of 2-4 prm and the
absorption edge was measured to be 2.1 eV. Raman
spectroscopy measurements indicated that the sam-
ples were amorphous.

A 15-mW He-Ne laser (X = 632.8 nm = 1.96 eV)
with an attenuator was used to irradiate the sample
at different intensities. A reference signal was ob-
tained by using a beam splitter and monitored by
using a photodiode. The sample was positioned in
an optical microscope. With the ocular removed the
incident beam was focused on the GeSe2 thin films as
shown in Fig. 1. This arrangement permitted pre-
cise focusing of the laser beam on the sample and
additionally, by replacing the ocular, it was possible to
observe the damage on the film or alternatively to
photograph it. Using a mirror placed at 450 in the
lower part of the microscope, we projected the trans-
mitted beam onto a screen on which the diffraction
pattern was observed and photographed. The photo-
graphs were taken on axis from behind the screen to
avoid parallax errors.

Ill. Experimental Results

A. Polarization Effects

At low incident intensities an asymmetric diffraction
pattern was observed. In order to reduce the irradi-
ating power the spot was defocused. Using a 10x
objective and defocusing at 0.13 mm in front of the
thin film, we achieved a power density of 14 W
mm-2 . In this case as one can observe from the
microphotograph shown in Fig. 2(a) the film was not
perforated. Nevertheless there was observable ef-
fects in the thin film. The diffraction patterns do
not have radial symmetry but show a complex regular
structure elongated in the direction of the incident
linear polarization. One can identify from Fig. 2(b)
a mirror symmetry axis along the x (horizontal)

Fig. 1. Experimental layout that was used for producing and
observing the laser-induced diffraction patterns.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Microscope photograph of the damage produced with
the 10x objective focused at 0.13 mm in front of the film. Inci-
dent intensity 14 W mm- 2, exposure time 2 min. The recorded
area is 87 m x 76 pum. In this case, the film was not perforated.
(b) Photograph of the corresponding diffraction pattern.

direction. This symmetry axis appears clearly in the
experiment described in the next paragraph. By
rotating the incident polarization and by simulta-
neously observing the diffraction pattern it was found
that the direction of polarization and the direction of
asymmetry coincide. The reorientation of the pat-
tern requires several seconds after the incident polar-
ization is rotated. This process is partially revers-
ible at the initial stages of irradiation.

In another series of experiments, the beam was
attenuated and focused on the film, and by using a
1Ox objective we obtained a power density of 2.8 W
mm-2 . Photographs of the diffraction pattern were
taken as a function of time. The evolution of the
diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 3. It can be
observed that the distance between the maxima of the
diffraction pattern decreases with exposure time,
suggesting that the affected area increases with expo-
sure. On the other hand, the intensity of the second-
ary maxima increases with exposure time, probably
indicating that the boundary between the affected
and unaffected areas tends to a hard-edge aper-
ture. It can also be observed that, in the first stages,
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(a) 0.5 s; (b) 10 s; (c) 20 s; (d) 50 s.

the diffraction is similar to the one generated by a slit
and then to the one produced by a rectangular
aperture. The orientation of the slit at the early
stages is perpendicular to the state of polarization of
the incident beam. This feature is also observed in
single-beam laser-induced gratings." Eventually, a
rather complex structure is obtained. A crude quan-
titative analysis is given in Section IV.

B. Induced Damage

The sample was exposed by focusing alternatively
with two microscope objectives of 16- or 5-mm focal
length (10x and 43x magnification, respective-
ly). The sample was irradiated at different intensi-
ties with each objective. The diffraction pattern
induced by the incident beam was recorded as the
exposure time increased. The damage was observed
with the optical microscope after a steady state was
reached (3 min). In Fig. 4(a) a typical microphoto-
graph of the induced damage produced with a 10x
objective is presented (128-W mm-2 irradiation inten-
sity), together with its corresponding steady-state
diffraction pattern [Fig. 2(b)]. With this objective
focused on the sample surface, the film is perforated

and part of the removed material is deposited at the
circumference of the orifice. When the intensity is
increased, the quantity of the removed material depos-
ited at the circumference increases. The maximum
intensity with this objective was 415 W mm-2. The
observed diffraction patterns in these cases are not
well ordered, a fact that is consistent with the irregu-
lar shape of the orifices. The distance to the first
maxima of the diffraction pattern is 3 mm as observed
with a screen positioned at 96 mm. Superimposed
on this diffraction pattern one can observe irregular
rings that have been interpreted as interference
effects between the two faces of the substrate. This
assumption is sustained because, in the absence of
the sample, this diffraction pattern is not present,
nevertheless it appears in the presence of the sub-
strate alone. Focusing is critical for the observation
of this diffraction pattern.

The effects produced at several irradiation intensi-
ties with the 43 x objective were studied. A represen-
tative photograph showing the induced damage and
its corresponding diffraction pattern is presented in
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). As the intensity increased from
171 to 2155 W mm-2 , the microphotographs showed
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) Microphotograph of the sample in which the laser spot
was focused with a lox objective. The recorded area is 87 x 76
lim, incident intensity 128 W mm-2, exposure time 3 min. The

film was perforated. (b) Photograph of the corresponding diffrac-
tion pattern.

highly irregular damages with multiple holes of 1.7
jim, which are smaller than in the preceding
case. The total diameter of the damaged region
increases as the intensity increases, from a starting
value of 10.2 to 59.5 jim. The diffraction patterns
observed in this case are irregular, and the distance
between the first maxima in the diffraction pattern is
26 mm. When observed with a screen positioned at
96 mm, its angular divergence is larger than in the
previous cases. In the photograph shown in Fig. 5, it
was necessary to modify the position of the condens-
ing lens to be able to observe the whole diffraction
pattern on the screen. This implies that the images
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are not directly comparable in
size.

IV. Discussion
It is important to compare the size of the hole
obtained from the focusing parameters of the inci-
dent beam, the size deduced from the diffraction
pattern, and the size obtained from the microscope
photographs. In the first case, the Gaussian beam
propagation formalism was used and for the second
the Fraunhofer diffraction approximation was em-
ployed.

(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Microphotograph of the sample in which the laser spot
was focused with a 43x objective. The recorded area is 117 jim x
102 jim, incident intensity 2155 W mm- 2

, exposure time 5 min.
The film exhibits multiple perforations. (b) Photograph of the
corresponding highly irregular diffraction pattern.

Considering the beam radius w(zl) at the plane of
the lens with focal length f, it is possible to calculate
the radius of the beam at the focus w by using the
following expression 7 :

fX
° rw(z9)'

where X is the incident wavelength (632.8 nm). For
the 1Ox objective the focal length is 16 mm and w(zl)
is equal to 1.47 mm; its beam waist w0 is 2.18 m. In
the microphotographs of Fig. 3 the diameter of the
hole is 3.3 m. This result, considering the crude-
ness of the calculation, agrees fairly well with the
4.36-jim diameter computed before. In the case of
the 43x objective the focal distance is 5.0 mm and
w(zl) is equal to 1.47 mm and its beam waist w is
then 0.682 jim. In the corresponding microphoto-
graphs the mean size of the induced holes was found
to be 1.7 jim in diameter. This value is close to the
1.4 jim obtained from Eq. (1). With the 1Ox objec-
tive only one hole is produced at the laser spot. How-
ever, with the 43 x objective, the damaged region has
a much more complex structure. Because of the
high irradiation intensity ( 2000 W mm-2) we pre-
sume that the material melts and boils at the laser
spot. This assumption is supported by the fact that
the diffraction pattern is everchanging with sudden
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jerks. Furthermore, considering th
conductivity,3 high absorption coeffici
energy density, melting is likely to oc
this calculation is rather complex 
nonlinear temperature-dependent abr
as the thermal transport that takes pI
the substrate, and the surrounding a
aged area is usually larger in size thar
similar observations have been rep
annealed materials.' 8 In this regime
tance oscillates as a function of time
exhibits chaotic behavior; experiment
formed to study this behavior.

The expression for the diffractioi
circular aperture illuminated by a plai

I(x,y) =

(a Ix 2+ y

ka x2 +y 2

Zo

where I(x, y) is the intensity at t
screen, Io is the incident intensity, z(
from the aperture to the screen, k is ti
the wave vector, a is the radius, and
function of order 1. The aperture rE
a function of the coordinates of the fi]
the following expression:

a = 0.61
CX2 + y2

Using this expression the diameter of
estimated supposing, with its obvii
that the observed pattern can be cl
Airy diffraction pattern. The resu
tively in agreement as shown in Tabl
different methods agree on the size
hole.

When low intensity incident irradiz
film is not perforated as mentioned b
less the refractive index is modified,
diffraction patterns may be consic
approximation to be similar to tho
duced by a rectangular aperture as C
For this type of aperture the corresp
in the Fraunhofer approximation is

I(x, y) = sinc2(kxa/z)sinc2(k

where 2a and 2b are the sides of

Table 1. Hole Diameters Derived from Three

Microphotograph Beam W
Objective (1im) (im)

lox 3.3 4.3
43X 1.7 1.4

e low thermal
ent,'6 and high
cur. However,
because of the
sorption as well
lace in the film,

aperture. These are given in terms of the first
minimum by

Az0 AZ0
a= 2 ' b=2y- (5)

ir.3 The dam- From these expressions it was inferred that the sides
1 the laser spot; increase in size from 5.0 to 20.2 jim for side a and
orted in laser- from 5.0 to 27.6 jim for side b. This means that the
e, the transmit- affected zone increases as the irradiation time in-
and eventually creases. On the other hand, side a resulting from a
s are being per- smaller magnitude produces a more elongated diffrac-

tion pattern. The direction of this elongation coin-
a pattern of a cides with the electric field polarization axis of the
le wave is'9 incident beam. An improved theoretical description

that involves a Gaussian incident illumination rather
2 than a plane wave is desirable. A more realistic

aperture, such as an ellipse instead of a rectangle or a
Io, (2) figure in between them, should also yield better

agreement and is presently being investigated.
The question of whether the observed effects are of

thermal or electromagnetic nature may be treated
;he observation with the following scheme:
I is the distance The macroscopic polarization P can be written as
ae magnitude of the product of the mean. microscopic polarization
Ji is the Bessel value (p) times the density of dipoles a that generate
idius is given as it: P = a(p).
.st minimum by The electric displacement D = E + P in terms of the

susceptibility or the refractive index is D = (1 + X)
E = n 2E.

The refractive index can be modified because of
(3) changes in the density a or the mean value (p). The

changes in density are associated with thermal expan-

'the orifices was sion and consequently pressure effects. When the
:)us limitations, temperature increase is produced by an electromag-
onsidered as an netic field the effect depends only on the intensity of
lts are qualita- the field and not on the phase or the state of
L I. Thus three polarization of the field. The result is thus equiva-
of the produced lent if the incident field is coherent or incoherent. If

the refractive index is modified due to changes in the

ition is used, the average microscopic polarization, the effect is gener-
before; neverthe- ally field dependent including its phase and polariza-
L The observed tion.
lered in a first According to the previous discussion we can state
se initially pro- that, since the observed effects are dependent on the
lescribed before. state of polarization of the incident beam, at rela-
ionding function tively low intensities, the change in microscopic polar-

ization is caused by the electromagnetic field acting
on the average microscopic polarizability of the medi-

yblz)I0, (4) um. At high intensities the induced anisotropy dis-
appears, giving place to temperature effects that

the rectangular change the refractive index.
Let us now consider some of the possible effects in

the microscopic polarizability. For amorphous mate-
rials, as is the case for GeSe2 thin films, these are

Different Methods considered isotropic, and an expansion of the electri-
aist Diffraction cal susceptibility in powers of the incident field

(jim) contains for symmetry reasons only the odd terms:

5.3
1.3

(E) = X(1) + X(3) EE + X(5) EEEE + . . .
(6)
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In a first approximation let us consider the first
nonlinear term X(3) which is a fourth-order tensor
with elements X This tensor contracted three
times with the incident field permits us to calculate
the displacement vector D = E + X(1) E + X(3) 
EEE. We now examine the elements of the third-
order susceptibility tensor. It is experimentally ob-
served that the state of polarization of the transmit-
ted beam is not rotated by the sample, hence the
elements Xaepp (a 13) are zero. On the other hand,
if we consider the incident beam linearly polarized in
the x direction and propagating in the z direction, the
corresponding element is X(, which we abbreviate
as X. The susceptibility is in general position depen-
dent X = x(x, y, z). For a thin film X = x(x, y) and
because of observed anisotropy, we make the supposi-
tion that x(x) = X and X(y) = X2 are two distinct
constants. Therefore for an incident beam with
Gaussian profile

E(x, y) =A exp[(x2 + y 2)/a 2],

the third-order-induced refractive index is given by

n(x, y) = A2 eXp[(Xx 2/a 2 + X2 y2 /a2 )]. (7)

The spatial variation of the refractive index is then
similar to a rectangle with smooth contours and with
sizes a/X in the x direction and aF2 in the y
direction. According to the observed diffraction pat-
tern aFj < a/Fi/, since it is elongated in the x
direction it coincides with the incident beam polariza-
tion axis. A possible physical significance of the
preceding mathematical description is the following.
If the incident electric field orients microscopic di-
poles (say in the x direction), these dipoles exert a
field on their neighbors. This field is maximum in
the perpendicular direction to the axis of the dipole.
A neighboring dipole in they direction is subject to a
total field because of both the external field and the
already aligned dipoles. The neighboring dipoles
oriented in the x direction are subject to the external
field only.

Abdulhalim et al. have recently shown that in a
variety of amorphous materials20 it is possible to
induce self-sustained oscillations provided that there
is sufficient incident intensity. They have shown
that during the oscillations the material goes from
the amorphous to a quasi-crystalline state. It has
also been observed by Raman spectroscopy that a
precursor effect announces crystallization.7 This ef-
fect consists of the growing and nucleation of ordered
structures called outrigger rafts.5 These structures
are embedded randomly in the glassy matrix. If
under laser irradiation these units do not reach a
critical size, the system will revert to the amorphous
state when irradiation is stopped. Thus it is reason-
able to assume that even at low intensities some
reordering occurs in the material by using outrigger
rafts. The diffraction patterns shown in this work
can be observed before the oscillation regime takes
place. The patterns are produced by the overall

aperture and the ordered structure within it, which
induces the asymmetry. This statement is sup-
ported by the fact that, when the incident polariza-
tion is rotated, the resulting diffraction pattern is
rotated as well. This rotation may be explained as
follows: taking into account that the density of the
crystal is p(c) = 1.1p(g),2 122 p(c) and p(g) being the
density of the crystal and the glass, respectively, the
effect of inducing an ordered structure in the glassy
matrix would be to generate a free volume around
this structure plus the added possibility of rotation.

V. Conclusions
The origin of the diffraction pattern observed when
GeSe2 thin films are irradiated has been stud-
ied. The induced hole giving rise to this effect has
been characterized by three different methods. The
first uses an optical microscope, the second calculates
the beam waist at the surface of the sample, and the
third is from information extracted from the induced
diffraction pattern. These holes can be used as
permanent high density recording media.23 An an-
isotropy in the diffraction pattern caused by the state
of polarization of the incident beam was also ob-
served. This effect is produced mainly by the orien-
tation of the dipoles in the direction of the electromag-
netic field at low intensities as well as thermal effects
at high intensities. It is worthwhile mentioning that
at very low intensities (< 10 W/mm 2) reversible ef-
fects have been observed; these are currently being
studied. The time dependence of the transmitted
intensity at high irradiation intensities in which
self-sustained oscillations occur is also a subject of
study.
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